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Project name: INNOVATIVE RECEIVABLES TRADING PLATFORM 

Project acronym: IRTP 

 

Project description 

 

The basic idea of the project is to automate and decentralize the trading activity of receivables 

through the use of blockchain technology and digital contracts. The logic of the project is 

presented in next figure: 

 

 

 

To this end, a web portal will be created that manages the digital contract system. The Web 

portal enables reporting and informing potential buyers and sellers of receivables and setting 

up the required receivables information and financial information on the main debtor (main 

debtor's financial statements). Also, the statistical system on the web site will provide 

additional information on the financial status of the main debtor formed on the basis of the data 

of the accounts that are the subject of the sale. The website will also provide systems for 

mathematical calculations of the discounted amount of receivables. 

The process of buying receivables is concluded in the form of digital contracts programmed in 

blockchain technology. The digital contract is linked to an escrow account at the bank through 

which transactions on the sale of receivables are also executed (the buyer pays the agreed 

amount on the escrow account before fulfilling the terms of the seller's claim) and the final 

debtor's payment transaction (for the purpose of statistical processing of receivables). 
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Project benefits 

 

This project can identify the following benefits: 

 

1. Reduce transaction costs. Since the system is fully automatic, the mediator is 

eliminated from the demands sales process. If the customer has a need to further assess 

the risk, he/she will hire the risk assessor independently. The only cost the contracting 

parties have is the minimum commission cost that automatically pays the platform after 

the transaction has been concluded and executed. 

2. The speed of the execution of transaction. After the buyer and the seller agree on the 

discount, the transaction of digital contract making and payment takes place in several 

moments. 

3. Broad geographic area of trading. Since the entire IRTP system is in English it can 

be used by interested buyers and suppliers in many other countries if such type of debt 

trading is not prohibited by a certain domicile regulation. 

4. Increase of national liquidity due to the purchase of receivables for the purpose of 

offsetting demands with liabilities. An important benefit platform is the existence of 

an algorithm that independently finds adequate receivables from the basis of reported 

receivables for the purpose of purchasing that receivable due to the obligation to pay 

off. Such a mechanism provides additional benefits because it allows the purchase of 

discounted demands that will be offset against liabilities to the same borrower at the 

nominal price. In this way it increases liquidity and reduces the country's internal debt. 

5. Creating a Digital Bills of Exchange (DBoE). The IRTP system allows the creation 

of DBoE since the BoE does not necessarily exist in paper form. The DBoE elements 

are important. For that reason, the buyer of goods or services can pay to the seller of 

merchandise or services with a DBoE which is in the form of a digital contract on the 

IRTP platform. Payments are made in a way that the buyer and the vendor sign up to 

the platform's website and conclude a smart contract regulating DBoE payment. This 

benefit represents a complete novelty in the world market. 
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Project team 

 

1. Centre for Support to Smart and Sustainable Cities, University of Rijeka (banking and 

risk assessment) – team leader 

2. Inceptum Ltd (web programing) – partner 

3. Faculty of Electrical Engeneering and Computing, University of Zagreb (smart contract 

programming) – partner 

4. Alternative Procurement Models Ltd (mathematics and legal support) - partner 

 

Project implementation time 

 

It is estimated that for full web programming, making standard contracts for the purchase of 

demands, digital contract programming, calculating discounts, contracting escrow accounts 

and linking APIs and other related jobs, it should take 12 months. Pilot project could be finished 

within 8 months. 

 

Current state of the project 

 

- Process catalogue developed; 

- Made conversations with banks regarding the escrow account and opening API; 

- Executed legislative analysis of implementation in the Republic of Croatia; 

- Gathered a team of experts and defined areas of work for each partner. 

 

 

 

 


